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Discourse XVIII
“Followers of the Way, he who is a renouncer of home must needs study the Way.    Take

me for example:    in bygone days I devoted myself to the Vinaya and also delved into the sutras
and the sastras.    Later, when I realized that they were medicines for salvation and displays of
doctrines in written words, I once and for all threw them away, and searching for the Way I prac-
ticed meditation.    Still later I met great teachers.    Then it was, with my Dharma eye becoming
clear, that I could discern all the old teachers under heaven and tell the false ones from the true
It is not that I understood from the moment I was born of my mother, but that, after exhaustive
investigation and grinding discipline , in an instant I knew of myself.” 

As I said yesterday, Rinzai was not, from the beginning of his study, a Zen monk.    At
first he was a monk who studied the sila, or the Vinaya.    And then he came to understand that
this study of sila was exactly like a sick person taking medicine.    He understood that if you
aren’t sick then you don’t need to take medicine. And, as I said yesterday, we have to think of the
study of the sila as receiving the sila, and this means to actually practice the sila, as a way of
training.    

I really don’t understand that much about Catholicism, but for about ten years, I went to
an abbey in Massachusetts because the brothers there said they wanted to learn about Zen.    I for-
get whether it was Sunday night or Saturday night, but, every week they had mass （ミサ） .
We can think of the people who receive mass, as people having a burning desire to practice.
Therefore we can think of mass as Catholic spiritual training.    And just as I said yesterday, in or-
der to really practice the sila, in order to make the study of the sila into a real spiritual training,
then rituals, like the Catholic mass, in which the participants receive the sila are needed, and to
make it real practice they must be done everyday, morning and evening.    This is how we under-
stand the Vinaya in Zen.    I would like to see a monastery formed in America where this kind of
practice could take place.      There are no sila outside of Zen, and there is no Zen outside of the
sila, that is how we understand it in Zen. 

Anyway, Rinzai ended up quitting the kind of pursuit which was lopsided towards only
the scholarly study of the sila side of things, and entered the world of practice.    I don’t know ex-
actly how old he was, but this was an enormous change in his life.    Also, no matter how much
you research, and how many books you read, you can’t find a clear answer to the question of
when exactly he met his teacher Obaku.    It’s also not clear exactly what year he was born.    It’s
easy to find out this kind of information about other Zen teachers, such as their date of birth, or
when they were ordained, it’s only Rinzai for whom these things aren’t clear.    It’s probably be-
cause （まあ、つまり、問題にされなかった、こりゃ修行者であったとこう言ってもい
い訳である）he was not made the subject of anyone’s research, or he was not made a problem
by anyone. 

Anyway, the teacher he visited and became a monk of was named Obaku, and Obaku was
in the dharma line of Hyakujo.    As I always says it seems that we can gather that Rinzai wasn’t a
very big person in terms of physical size.    But Obaku was very big, taller than six feet tall.    And
in contrast to this Rinzai was quite small and had a gentle face.    And, we can read that after Rin-
zai entered the monastery, for three years he practiced zazen with everyone, and really tried hard,
as if his life depended on it. 

But he never went to sanzen with Obaku.    The jikijitsu at the time was an instructor



named Bokushu, and he confronted Rinzai, who was then called Gigen, and said, “Hey, Gigen,
why don’t you ever go to sanzen?”     This Bokushu, actually, later on became a famous Zen
teacher in his own right, in the dharma line of Hyakujo.    So, then Rinzai answered Bokushu by
saying, “The reason I’m not going to sanzen is because I don’t have any idea what to ask the
teacher.”    Obviously he hadn’t received a koan yet.    Then Bokushu suggested to Rinzai, “Why
don’t you ask him about the cardinal principle of Buddhism.    Why don’t you ask him what the
fundamental truth of Buddhism is?”    This is the same as asking about Buddha nature.    The pur-
pose of Zen practice is to see clearly into what this Buddha nature is.    Or, as I always say, an-
other way to say it is, the purpose of Zen practice is to win for oneself the wisdom which knows
the way of being, the nature, of this world which is our home.    

No one is born without a home.    Everyone is born together with their home.    Everyone
has a home when they are born.    So, we can see that to know the nature of the self, and to know
the nature of the home of the self, are the same wisdom.    This is how we explain it in Zen.    

When we are born, we limit one part of this great cosmos, and make this limited portion
our home.    We are not born with the entire giant cosmos as our home.    We are born with only a
limited part of it as our home, and this is why we say we are born as incomplete beings.    It’s nat-
ural for people to make this great cosmos an object, something to look on as outside of them-
selves, because people are incomplete.    We are not born making the entire cosmos our content,
only a limited part of it, and so we look at the complete cosmos as an object.    

If the entire cosmos is integrated into the self, then the cosmos disappears.    That is the
appearance of the true, the complete or perfect self.    In the case of the appearance of the com-
plete self the great cosmos disappears.    There is no cosmos outside of the self, in this situation.
This “no cosmos, no world” is the true world, the true world.    When the wisdom bubbles to the
surface that even when you see a flower, the flower is “no flower,” and that is the experience of
the true flower.    

One way to describe what it is to study Zen, is to say that to study Zen is to study how the
incomplete self becomes the complete self.    This is the same as saying that the nature of the
world is the same as the nature of the self.    If then, you study the way of being of the self, then
you will be studying the way of being of the world.    

When we do manifest the complete self, that is what is called the truly free person.    The
universe, God, Brahma, none of these things will be existing outside of your self, and that is why
you will be free.    So to study Zen is to study to become this greatly, supremely free person.    At
least that is how we sometimes say it, as an expedient.    

Zen practice is also often described as the study which strives to see clearly into what is
the Buddha nature, or what is the Dharma nature.    When we say Buddha nature we are empha-
sizing the way of being of the self, and when we say Dharma nature we are talking about the way
of being of the world.    

What Bokushu asked Rinzai was, “Why don’t you ask Obaku to explain what kind of ac-
tivity the Buddha nature does?    Why don’t you ask Obaku to explain what kind of an activity is
the activity  of Dharma?”      And Rinzai  really  understood what  Bokushu was suggesting.  He
thought, “Of course, I am incomplete.    If I were complete then there wouldn’t be any need to
study Zen.    Because I am incomplete I must study Zen.    And the Buddha nature means the true
way of being for a human, and Dharma nature means the activity which brings the nature of the
world into being, so it makes sense to ask about the Buddha nature and the Dharma nature.”
And as I said before you must think carefully here how it is that the Buddha nature and Dharma
nature are the same thing. 

Rinzai then went to sanzen with Obaku, and asked him, “What is the Buddha nature.”
When Obaku was asked this what did he answer?    He simply took the small keisaku he had,
called a “shipei,” and he whacked Rinzai on his backside.    If Rinzai had had a nice round bot-
tom like all of you have then even though he got spanked with the keisaku it wouldn’t have hurt.



But Rinzai being a person of very small stature, as I said, probably had a small butt as well, and
getting hit there, it probably hurt.    But even though Rinzai yelled out, “this hurts!” Obaku didn’t
say anything, he just kept hitting him.    We read that he was hit thirty times, but it doesn’t really
matter how many times he was hit, anyway, Rinzai was hit until he finally became silent.    

Obaku hit Rinzai here because he had no choice, he had to hit him.    All of you, you must
have kensho into, you have to clearly realize, the principle behind Obaku’s hitting Rinzai.    What
I want you to remember is that this  hitting did not depend on it  being Obaku who was the
teacher.    This hitting occurred because, in response to this question, in this situation, it had to be
done.    In the same way, if you ask “What is God?” then there is nothing to do but hit you.    But
if the questioner is someone who doesn’t know anything about Zen, who is completely blind in
terms of Zen, then we don’t hit such a person.    If a person comes to me who has been studying
here three or five years, and asks such a question, then I think, “How pitiful!    They are still mak-
ing God, Buddha, the truth, an object.”    And so in order get rid of this mistaken way of activity
of their mind, with tears flowing, I have to hit them.    

In the complete, perfect condition there are no questions to be asked.    The complete con-
dition has the complete self as its content, and so there are no questions.    But Rinzai, just like
everybody else, was still looking at God nature, Buddha nature, as an object.    In order to correct
this kind of mind activity which makes an object of God, Obaku was striving, seeking to find
some way to cure this, and Obaku’s Zen was hitting Zen, so he had to hit.    Of course, Obaku
knew immediately when he saw Rinzai and heard his question that Rinzai was a very good prac-
titioner, and this is why he it him.    All of you as well must become the kind of practitioners who
get hit.    

But Rinzai didn’t understand why he had gotten hit, and just returned to the zendo just the
way he was.    Bokushu was waiting for him and asked, “So, how was it?”    “Not so good really.
I asked him the question, but the Roshi didn’t say anything, he just hit me with his stick, on the
butt.” “Oh, well you should go back and do sanzen again.”    Bokushu sent Rinzai immediately
back to sanzen.    Here, at Mount Baldy, you only go to sanzen once in a period, but Bokushu told
Rinzai he should go back right away, and if he did Obaku would definitely have some teaching
for him.    This is a rule in the zendo, if the jikijitsu tells you to go back to sanzen, you have to.    

So Rinzai went again to Obaku for sanzen.    And again he asked Obaku, “What is the
Buddha nature?    Please teach me.”    But, again, without uttering a word, he simply spanked
Rinzai with his stick.    And again Obaku pummeled him until he was speechless, and then had to
go back to  the zendo.      But  again  he  was caught  by the  jikijitsu,  “How was it  this  time?”
“Same.    He didn’t say anything, he just hit me.”    “It’s because your questioning is insufficient.
You need to go back and ask again. “    In this way Rinzai was sent back for a third sanzen.    In
the tradition this is referred to as Rinzai’s “saisansanzen”（再三参禅） a special phrase mean-
ing he was sent to sanzen three times in one sanzen period.

So what happened on this third meeting between in sanzen between Obaku and Rinzai?
Rinzai asked the very same question, “What in the world is this thing called Buddha nature?”
And Obaku, thinking, “You are still looking on the Buddha nature as an object,” didn’t say a
word, but just simply hit him.    We can see how strict a Zen it was Obaku taught.    It’s different
than how I give sanzen to you.    My way of teaching and Obaku’s way are totally different.    So,
during this third sanzen it’s said Rinzai was again hit thirty times, and then Rinzai thought, “I
don’t have the qualifications to do this Zen practice,” and he returned to the zendo.    

Again the jikijitsu was waiting for him, and caught him as he came back to the zendo,
asking, “So, how did it go this time?”    Rinzai answered, “It was just like before, all that hap-
pened was I got hit.    Actually, I’ve come to the conclusion that I don’t have the right character,
the right constitution to do this kind of practice, and so, I believe I will humbly take my leave of
this mountain monastery, and go back down the hill.”    And Bokushu the jikijitsu said, “Okay,
that’s all right, but if you are going to go down the mountain, the custom is that you have to go



see the Roshi again, and at least say good-bye to the Roshi, and tell him you’re leaving.”    Then
Bokushu went himself to the Roshi, Obaku, and told him, “Gigen will be coming to see you be-
cause he says he wants to leave.    The inji will be bringing him in a little while, and I really feel
that in the future he could be a very important person in the world of Zen, he is a very serious
student, so please instruct him in some way.”    

This time when Rinzai met Obaku he was accompanied by the inji, and they went to have
a parting cup of tea.    Gigen turned to the Roshi and said, “Although I came to this mountain to
do hard practice, it seems that I don’t really have the constitution to do this practice, so please al-
low me to leave, and return to the world.”    Then Obaku told him, “If you are going to leave
here, there is only one place you should go to.    There is a brother monk of mine, a monk in the
same family as me, Hyakujo Roshi’s dharma grandson as it were.    His name is Taigu.    So, go to
Taigu’s place, and he will have a way of teaching which will be more fitting to you.”    Rinzai
was very happy to get this instruction because actually he hadn’t know where he was going to go
after leaving Obaku, and so it was a relief to be told not to go anywhere else, but only to go
straight to Taigu’s place.    I don’t know how many days it took him to get there, but he did go to
visit Taigu next.    I forget the name of the mountain Taigu lived on, but after three or four days
Rinzai arrived.    

When the young Rinzai, Gigen, met Taigu, they greeted one another and had tea.    Rinzai
was asked, “Where did you come from?”    And, honestly, Rinzai said, “I came from Obaku’s
place.”    Here is the point where Rinzai was in a position to be taught by Taigu, and Taigu was in
a place he could teach.    Rinzai was asked by Taigu, “What was it Obaku taught you?”    And
Rinzai just told it like it was, without fear, “I asked him three times about the Buddha nature, and
each time the Roshi didn’t say anything, but simply hit me.”    Taigu then said, “Aaahhh...”    Ac-
tually among you there are some who love to say “Aaahhh...” like this, and Taigu said “Aaahh...”
here, and then he told Rinzai, “Obaku is an overly kind fool of a teacher.    He’s just too nice, he’s
too gentle, that’s why he doesn’t have any decent, satisfactory students.”    At that point Rinzai
really stood up and took notice of Taigu’s teaching.    It was as if he woke up his ears, he pricked
up his ears like a dog, ready to listen.    Then Taigu said, “Obaku is a overly kind to his students.
If Obaku were here I would step in for you, and hit him back myself!”    

It is here that you can see the effectiveness of Rinzai’s way of practice.    You can see that
his just sitting for three years without asking any questions was an effective way of practice.
Right here, he finally manifested the wisdom which clearly understood the principle which had
been at work when he had asked Obaku about the Buddha nature, and Obaku’s response had
been to spank him.    Here he was enlightened to the meaning of that exchange.    Gigen then told
Taigu Roshi, “There is no need for you to wait for Obaku to come here!    Isn’t this how you
would hit Obaku if he were here?!” and saying this Gigen grabbed Taigu’s belt, Taigu was rather
small too, because we know how small Rinzai was, and he punched Taigu with his other hand.
Manifesting the wisdom for the first time which clearly knew that the Buddha nature is not sepa-
rate from the self, that all people have it, that he himself possessed it, Rinzai was able to really
slam Taigu here.    At this point there are many things written in different books about what hap-
pened next, but, anyway, the way I see it is that Taigu then told Rinzai, “Your true teacher is
Obaku, and so you should go back to him.    You shouldn’t stay here.”    

This kind of enlightenment Rinzai had!    To see clearly that everyone has the Buddha na-
ture!    To see clearly it is a mistake to look upon the Buddha nature as an object!    To be able to
manifest this sort of wisdom the way Rinzai was able to, if only all of you could also do this!
But, on the other hand, to practice zazen for five or ten years, and still not be able to correct this
mistaken way of seeing the Buddha nature as outside of your self, well, that is not the way of a
real practitioner of Zen.    In this case, no matter what kind of knowledge you are able to accumu-
late, it isn’t real Zen practice.    

When you look at something outside of your self, it isn’t outside of your self, it is your



self.     Because everything you see is your self, you can freely take things up, or throw them
away.    If it were something which was not your self you were looking at, then you could not
throw it away, you would have to pick it up and make it yours.    If a man looks upon a woman, if
the woman is other than himself, he must grasp up that woman and make her part of himself.
When a woman looks upon a man, if she doesn’t have man as her self then she must take up that
man.    When this grasping up happens, then man becomes free of woman and woman becomes
free from man.    

This is the kind of functioning, the kind of working which Rinzai clearly understood here.
God, Buddha, these things are not outside of the self.    This is the wisdom which woke up in
him.    This is what Rinzai is talking about in the text when he says, “For the first time I was able
to discern clearly all the old teachers under heaven.”    When he was enlightened, this is when he
was able to discern the teachers.    And then he says, “and able to distinguish the false from the
true.”    This means that although a teacher may teach in a way which sounds very grand and
splendid, it may actually be a mistaken teaching, and another osho may give talks which seem in-
significant and boring, those seemingly insignificant talks may be expressions of the truth.    Rin-
zai is saying that when he was enlightened he was able to manifest the wisdom which could dis-
cern in this way.    No matter how wonderful sounding a talk you can give, if you are still speak-
ing from the standpoint of a truth outside of yourself, then you will always be bound up by that
truth.    

We are out of time.    When Rinzai says he was able to discern all of the teachers under
heaven and tell the false ones from the true, this means that he was able to manifest the wisdom
which clearly knew the nature of this “under heaven,” and the the way of being of all the existent
beings residing there.    That’s where we’ll stop.                                


